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WooshCoin (XWO) Peer-to-Peer Revolution  

Abstract  

WooshCoin (XWO) is a decentralized, peer-to-peer digital currency powered on the 

Ethereum Blockchain. The creation of WooshCoin (XWO) is to offer a Crypto-Currency coin 

that can be used every day, safe and securely. The initial purpose of WooshCoin is to provide 

individuals and businesses with a fast, efficient and decentralized method of making direct 

transactions while maintaining personal privacy.  

 

Mission 

Our mission is to empower a new generation by bringing blockchain technology into everyday 

life. WooshCoin (XWO) makes it possible to engage in transactions quickly, efficiently and 

privately. With WooshCoin (XWO), businesses and individuals have flexibility when sending 

and receiving payments. We believe WooshCoin (XWO) will be one of the most 

transformative peer-to-peer digital currencies within a disrupted and disparate global 

economy. Through distributed ledger technology, financial freedom is more apparent. Our 

goal is to create awareness of blockchain technology worldwide and to have both Crypto-

Currency enthusiasts and those unaware of blockchain to own WooshCoin (XWO). 

 

The Future of Cryptocurrency  

The Crypto-Currency market is growing exponentially, where almost 18 percent of U.S. 

respondents in a recent survey said they own (or have owned) Bitcoin or some other form of 

Crypto-Currency. Blockchain technology is yet to come to the masses, and we are still very 

early in the cycle before adoption.  

 

WooshCoin (XWO) represents financial freedom in a decentralized global economy. By 

simplifying the process of online Crypto-Currency transactions, WooshCoin (XWO) will 

generate an increase in the number of users on such a decentralized network.  

 

WooshCoin (XWO) serves to empower the Millennials and Generation U (raised as digital 

natives, enjoying unlimited access to online resources) to use Blockchain technology and 

embrace internet currencies.    
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Background 

The WooshCoin (XWO) team believe the revolution of peer-to-peer digital currency would 

allow the global implementation of a decentralized financial system, fundamentally changing 

the way corporations and government carry out economic transactions. Also, transform the 

way consumers ultimately buy and pay for goods online.  

 

Such a system would be able to handle the inputs and outputs of a well-designed protocol. 

Similarly, to the nodes, running a blockchain currency, a growing network of oracles could 

provide unanimity for validation of third party information. For such a system to be arranged, 

it is important that its processes and implementation remains decentralized and anonymous.  

 

Digital currencies like WooshCoin (XWO) aims to distribute coins to adopters in order to 

obtain a full-fledged operating machine on the arrangement of the protocol with multiple 

contributions reducing the risk of connection censorship. Contributions raised during 

WooshCoin (XWO) would allow for the creation of CryptoWoosh, WooshDaddy, WooshX and 

Woosh Wallet which will benefit digital currency enthusiasts on a global scale.  

 

Wooshcoin (XWO) as a cryptocurrency will create a fifth protocol. This fifth protocol will be 

able to connect to the existing global economy and control inputs and outputs independent of 

the current financial system. Subsequently, this would allow mass adoption and stability. The 

use of more advanced technology in a fully-fledged system will support the first financial 

social network with no owner or no personal information being stored. 
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ROADMAP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Septerber 2018

ICO Launch

Aug 2018

Pre Crowdsale

July 2018

Develop Technical Partnership

November 2018

Exchange Listing

October 2018

Token Distribution

October 2019

WooshX Launch

August 2019

Woosh Wallet Launch

May 2019

WooshDaddy Launch

                WooshHub

February  2019
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WOOSH WALLET 

Woosh Wallet is a secure mobile Ethereum Crypto-Currency wallet that supports WooshCoin 

(XWO) and ERC20, ERC223 and ERC721 tokens. It provides a full security audited system 

which makes it simple to buy and store WooshCoin (XWO) or Ethereum and ERC20 tokens 

on your mobile device. 

 

WOOSHX 

WooshX is a Blockchain & Crypto Asset Exchange Platform. WooshX is part of the 

Blockchain eco-system comprising of exchange, labs & Launchpad’s. WooshX will be a 

secure online platform for buying, selling, transferring, and storing digital currency. High 

trading members of WooshX, share 30% of company profits each year.  

 

WOOSHDADDY  

WooshDaddy is an Internet domain registrar and web hosting platform for individuals and 

small businesses. This Includes email for businesses, hosting, SEO, SSL, website builder, 

website security and everything a business needs to have a presence online. 

 

WOOSHREALTIME  

Crypto-Currency traders will be able to view Crypto-Currency prices in real time from all 

markets. Traders can stay up to date with the latest Crypto-Currency price movements and 

check our coin statistics, to see when there is an opportunity to buy or sell coins at the 

optimal price.  

Present / Future Projects
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WOOSHHUB 

With the growing number of ICO’s and new coins entering the market, Woosh Hub will assist 

Crypto-Currency enthusiasts in providing a location to share their experience. Users will be 

able to read and write reviews on their encounter with exchanges. The creation of a 

community will enable the growth of the Woosh Hub, where members can create their own 

profile and sharing information on their portfolio and trading 

 

Token Sale 

WooshCoin (XWO) tokens will be released on the Ethereum platform. WooshCoin is 

compatible with any ERC20 token wallet, with third-party services wallets and easy-to-use 

integrations. Recommended Wallet: https://myetherwallet.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept 15, 2018 (9:00AM GMT) 

 

 

 

 

1 ETH = 100000 XWO 

1 XWO = 0.000016 ETH 

PRE ICO BONUS + 50% XWO 

ICO BONUS + 20% XWO 

Week One 20% 

Week Two 20% 

Week Three 20% 

 

Acceptable currencies
ETH Value

Minimal transaction amount

0.25 ETH

1 XWO = $0.0046

INITIAL ISSUE

COIN AVAILABLE FOR BURN

SYMBOL: 
DECIMALS: 18

XWO

0xb5351d809062cf8e2238bbd2c54af905fb55e42

This smartcontract requires XWO tokens for its operation.

900 000 000 000 

20 000 000 000 

300 000 000 000 

600 000 000 000

FROZEN TOKEN

TOKEN:

NUMBER OF TOKEN FOR SALE

OPERATIONAL FUND 

ICO Start

ICO End
Oct 15, 2018 (11:00PM GMT)

TOTAL SUPPLY 

CONTRACT ADDRESS

 (To provide long-term stimulation, Team Token where 

Schedule)

WooshCoin

frozen upto 10 Years with special smart contract with vesting

48 000 000 000

162 000 000 000

50 000 000 000
 (For future developement & ByteBall Swap)

AVAILABLE /CIRCULATING SUPPLY  

Future Donantions to Schools 
(For Educating The Young Generation About Blockchain Technology & Cryptocurrency) 

40 000 000 000

https://myetherwallet.com/
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The capital raised by the token sale will be utilized for ongoing platform development, 

marketing, content creation, consultation, operational costs and sustaining the platform over 

the next 5 years until Woosh becomes self-sufficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

21%

20%

20%

14%

9%

5%

11%

Marketing

Operations

Ongoing Platform Development

Community

WorkShops

Legal & Finance Counsel

Reserved
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The Team 

The WooshCoin (XWO) team has breadth of experience and passion in Cryptocurrency and 

Blockchain technology.  

 

 

 

The Board 

Didi Ugbaja (Board Advisor)  

Olusola Popoola (Board Advisor) 

Andre Collins (Board Advisor) 

 

Social Media 

Twitter - https://Twitter.com/Wooshcoin  

Facebook - https://Facebook.com/Wooshcoin  

Instagram - https://instagram.com/Wooshcoin  

 

 

Website -  http://WooshCoin.io  
GitHub - https://github.com/wooshcoin  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gerald Nzeocha (Founder /CEO )

Simon Tijani (President / Chief Operating Officer)

Natalija Ugrina (Chief Strategist / Community Management) 

Telegram - https://t.me/Wooshcoin
Telegram - https://t.me/wooshcoinchannel

https://twitter.com/Wooshcoin
https://facebook.com/Wooshcoin
https://instagram.com/Wooshcoin
https://telegram.com/wooshcoinchannel
http://wooshcoin.io/
https://github.com/wooshcoin
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Disclaimer  

The given White Paper document has been formulated to present the WooshCoin project to potential 

participants of the platform and those interested in contributing to its development. The information set out 

below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide 

information to potential Token holders, so they may determine whether they are willing to analyze WooshCoin 

(XWO) with the intent of acquiring XWO Tokens. No part of the given White Paper shall be deemed to constitute 

a prospectus or a solicitation for contribution, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an 

offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. The given document is not composed in accordance with, nor 

subject to, any laws or regulations of any jurisdiction aimed at protecting contributors. Certain statements, 

estimates, and financial information contained in the given White Paper constitute forward-looking statements. 

Such forward-looking statements or information deem risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or 

results to differ materially from the estimates or results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. 

The given English language White Paper is the primary and sole official source of information about the 

WooshCoin (XWO) project and its Token launch. The information contained herein may be translated into other 

languages or used for establishing written or verbal communication channels with potential partners or 

contributors of the project. As a result of translation, some information contained herein may be omitted, 

corrupted, or misrepresented. In the event of inconsistencies between any translations or communications and 

the given official English language White Paper, the provisions of the given English language original document 

shall hold primary status and prevail. WooshCoin (XWO)and the team reserves the right to introduce changes to 

the given White Paper. In the case of a difference or differences between the versions of the document, the 

latest version of the White Paper published on the WooshCoin.io website shall prevail, and all previously 

published versions are considered to be invalid in all their iterations and representations. WooshCoin prohibits 

users of the platform to avoid capital controls of any kind and does not allow them to conduct contributions in 

foreign assets of any manner. The information contained in this Whitepaper and on https://www.wooshcoin.io 

are of descriptive nature only, are not binding and do not form part of the terms and conditions of the Token 

generation event (hereinafter known as the “Terms”). In particular, you should be advised that the purchase of 

XWO Tokens may involve high risks. Please refer to the risks section in the Terms for more information. 

 

Before purchasing any XWO Tokens, please ensure you are capable of offering official representation and 

warranties, specified in the respective sections of the Terms. Any distribution, public or otherwise, of the given 

document and the offer and/or sale of WooshCoin XWO Tokens may be restricted by law in some jurisdictions. 

Failure to comply with any restrictions could result in a violation of the law. At the moment, Wooshcoin Tokens 

have not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (hereinafter the “Securities Act”), or with any 

regulatory authority of securities of any state or other jurisdiction in the territory of the United States. WooshCoin 

Tokens shall not and cannot be offered to, purchased by or sold to, on the account of or for the benefit of, any 

green card holder of the United States or any US citizen or permanent resident of the United States (tax or 

otherwise), or to an individual having a primary residence or domicile in the United States (tax or otherwise), 

including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands or any other territory or possession of the United States. 

WooshCoin Tokens shall not and cannot be offered to citizens or permanent residents of the Republic of 

Singapore (tax or otherwise), or anyone having a primary residence or domicile in Singapore. Wooshcoin 

https://www.wooshcoin.io/
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Tokens shall not and cannot be offered to citizens or permanent residents of Canada (tax or otherwise), or to 

anyone having a primary residence or domicile in Canada. We do not and cannot provide guarantees and 

disclaim any liability that the above-mentioned conditions shall be fulfilled. It is the sole responsibility of the 

reader and potential participant or contributor to ensure that participation in the Token Sale is not prohibited 

under the applicable laws of said participant’s or contributor’s country of residence or domicile. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All contributions to the WooshCoin (XWO) ICO, will be rewarded with XWO tokens. XWO 

tokens can be exchanged for ETH coins after the WooshCoin public release.  

COIN BURN

XWO Will Have a Quaterly Coin Burn Until The Total Supply is Reduced We Will provide the address of the Etherscan  

Where the coin burn took place to the general public.
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